Psychology Graduate Student Mutual Aid Fund
2023–2024

Default Question Block

Complete the following short form to request mutual aid funds. This is for the year starting June 2023 through May 2024.

Please carefully read the limits of confidentiality and other information in the psychology graduate student scholarships and funding website under Graduate Psychology Student Emergency Funding.

Please be aware that questions about psychology areas and category of needs are only for our records to make the fund better able to serve psychology graduate student needs, and not to make decisions about funding.

By checking "Yes" I acknowledge reading the information provided in the Psychology Graduate Student Mutual Aid Fund page and I agree to the rules, regulations, and limits of confidentiality put forth by the Mutual Aid Fund committee, including meeting the definition of a U of U psychology graduate student "in need."

☐ Yes
☐ No

Provide your uID:

What is your psychology area within the department? If you belong to more than one area, select all that apply.

☐ CNS
Please select the need category or categories you are requesting mutual aid funds for:

- [ ] Clinical
- [ ] Developmental
- [ ] Social
- [ ] Prefer not to answer

Please indicate the amount of mutual aid that you are requesting. At this time, although you are able to request aid multiple times, we do have a maximum amount that student can request.

**Please note that with new committee leadership, we are working to determine the total amount of aid that will be available per student per academic year.** The maximum amount of aid will be updated on the Mutual Aid Fund website as soon as possible.

Thank you so much for completing this form. You should hear from the Mutual Aid Committee via email soon. Note that it may take up to three weeks to receive funding depending on when in the payroll period you submit the request. However, it is likely that you will see the amount requested posted on your next paycheck with taxes deducted.

**Again, please note that with new committee leadership, we are working to determine the total amount of aid that will be available per student per academic year. The maximum amount of aid will be updated on the Mutual Aid Fund website as soon as possible.**
If you have any feedback regarding categories of need/s, suggestions for the Mutual Aid committee, or any questions/concerns regarding this process, please email mutualaidfund@psych.utah.edu. You may also provide anonymous feedback by completing the following form: Anonymous feedback form.